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COVID-19 VAT 
Measures (I)

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Cyprus

Czech Republic

Denmark

E.U.

Finland

France

Indonesia

Ireland

Government announces business support measures in response to the Coronavirus

VAT measures related to COVID-19 – Deferral of VAT payment & reduction/waiver late 
payment interest

Tax measures in response to COVID-19

Corona – Temporary reduction of VAT rates in Cyprus

Corona – Amendment to tax procedures

Reaction to current situation – deadline postponed for submission and payment

Time limits and force majeure at the Court of Justice of the EU during the COVID-19 crisis

Corona situation: The tax administration supports businesses

France offers coronavirus VAT relief

Indonesia announces new tax measures to fight impact of coronavirus

Ireland suspend late VAT penalties on coronavirus crisis
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COVID-19 VAT 
Measures (II)

Italy

Japan

Malaysia

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

Sweden

U.K.

Vietnam

World

Italy closes tax and VAT service on coronavirus worries

Japan's Abe says mulling proposals, when asked about lowering sales tax

Malaysia announces Economic Stimulus Package 2020 including Indirect Tax measures

Businesses may postpone paying VAT to the authorities

Poland delays new SAF-T extension until July 2020

Spain closes tax office on coronavirus epidemic

Corona crisis, proposed measures from the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise and 
measures by Swedish govt

UK opens coronavirus VAT postponement helpline

Finance Ministry proposes 5-month extension of VAT and land rent payment for 
businesses

High level list COVID-19 VAT measure different jurisdictions
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Corona – Temporary reduction of VAT rates in Cyprus

» The Government in Cyprus announced a temporary reduction of the standard VAT rate and the higher of the two reduced rates amongst the 
economic measures aimed at reducing the financial impact of the COVID-19.

» The current standard VAT rate of 19% will be reduced to 17% for a period of 2 months.

» The current reduced rate of 9% will be brought down to 7% for 3.5 months (this rate applies mainly to accommodation provided in hotels and similar 
establishments, restaurant and catering services, domestic passenger transport).

» Extension will also be given for due VAT payments.

» The law is said to be ready and passed in just a few days. It specifically refers to the following:

1. Temporary suspension for two months of the obligation to pay VAT, without the imposition of any penalties. It should be clarified though that the 
deadlines for the submission of the VAT returns are not suspended.

Cyprus
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Corona – Temporary reduction of VAT rates in Cyprus

This measure refers to:

a) businesses, whose turnover was not more than € 1m according to the tax returns filed in 2019 and

b) businesses whose turnover cut down by more than 25%. It is noted that such arrangements will be made so that the VAT payable amounts will be 
paid progressively until 11 November 2020. This measure will increase business liquidity during the period in which businesses are expected to 
face a liquidity problem.

2. Provisional reduction of VAT:

a) from 19% to 17% over a two-month period and

b) from 9% to 7% for a period of three and a half months immediately after the relevant legislation is put into effect so as to enhance citizens’ 
purchasing power and stimulate consumption.

Cyprus
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Corona – Amendment to tax procedures

» The deadline for filing tax returns for annual taxable periods shall be automatically extended to four months if tax returns are filed electronically.

» Advances for VAT deduction will allow the tax authority to refund parts of excess deductions not subject to review.

» The deadline for refunding excess deductions (typically relating to VAT) will be extended from 30 to 45 days; under transitory provisions, the new 
deadline will apply to taxable periods for which the deadline for filing tax statements expires after the amendment’s effective date.

» A personal discussion over a tax inspection report will be replaced by a notice of termination of a tax inspection; a personal discussion on the 
commencement of a tax inspection by the delivery of a notice of commencement of a tax inspection specifying its scope.

» If the tax administrator has not called on the taxpayer to file an additional tax return before commencing a tax inspection, this will not result in the 
unlawfulness of the entire tax inspection.

» The system of interest paid by both taxpayers and tax administrators will change in its entirety.

Czech Republic
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Reaction to current situation – deadline postponed for submission and payment

In Denmark it has been proposed to extend the deadline for reporting and paying VAT and employee taxes with 3 months.

It is supposed to have effect immediately and the first deadline that will be affected is the monthly VAT reporting for February 2020 which is due on the 
25th of March.

Other actions might also come but this far the extension is the only thing in the indirect tax area.

However, we have not yet seen the legislation to support this. It will probably come sometime next week. Urgent legislation now takes about 1 day to 
get through parliament given the serious situation that Denmark is in at the moment.

Denmark
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Time limits and force majeure at the Court of Justice of the EU during the COVID-
19 crisis

COVID-19 has closed the doors of another EU Institution (the European Parliament having done so on 2 March 2020) – this time, the Court of Justice of 
the European Union (CJEU). Judges, Advocates General and staff have been sent home, hearings are postponed until further notice and only urgent 
procedures will be processed in the following days. The Court of Justice and the General Court are in lockdown.

But despite the severity of this halt, time-limits keep running. The CJEU issued a statement on Friday 13 (of all days…) declaring that ‘procedural time 
limits, including time limits for instituting proceedings, shall continue to run and the parties are required to comply with those time limits...’

Therefore, if your deadline to lodge an action of annulment expires tomorrow, you had better file it by then or you will be time-barred. In principle, the 
fact that both courts within the CJEU are in lockdown is no excuse to simply ignore the time limit.

E.U.
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Corona situation: The tax administration supports businesses

VAT Reports: A late fee may be waived

» It is not possible to allow additional time for VAT or other spontaneous tax returns, but you can still request that the overdue fee not be collected. 
The overdue fee may be waived for a specific reason, such as illness.

» In these situations, contact the Tax Administration on or immediately after the due date (12th of the general due date). You can request a non-
payment of the late fee either from our telephone service (VAT 029 497 008) or by sending your request via MyVero with the message.

If you or your business are having payment problems:

» You can apply for a payment arrangement in case of temporary payment difficulties with MyVero or call 029 497 028 (Payment arrangements).

» Interest for late payment may be waived for special reasons. For example, a special cause is illness. You can make a request in MyVero.

» If your payment plan has already expired because you were unable to pay your taxes by the due date, you can apply for a new payment plan.

» You cannot apply for a payment for car tax and excise, but you can apply for a deferred payment.

Finland
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France offers coronavirus VAT relief

The French tax administration has offered companies in difficulties related to the outbreak of coronavirus (COVID-19) the option to delay VAT and other 
tax payments. 

In the event of exceptional temporary difficulties, it is possible to ask the public accountant for the staggering of current tax debts. For companies in 
difficulty following social movements which request a payment deadline, a request form is available online. The request must be made by the person 
liable, namely the individual entrepreneur or the legal representative of the company. The company must present a repayment schedule.

The request must be presented to the Centre des Finances Publiques (Service Impôt des Entreprises).

France
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Indonesia announces new tax measures to fight impact of coronavirus

Manufacturing companies in Indonesia will not have to pay out income tax for their workers for six months, under measures to support the economy 
during the coronavirus outbreak, cabinet ministers said on Wednesday.

The government will also allow delays in payments of import tax and accelerate refunds on value added tax in the manufacturing sector, Finance 
Minister Sri Mulyani Indrawati told reporters.

Airlangga Hartarto, coordinating minister for economics affairs, said the new measures which are due to start from April 1 may be extended. 

Indonesia
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Ireland suspend late VAT penalties on coronavirus crisis

The Irish Revenue Commission has announced Value Added Tax measures to help business with cashflow issues arising from the coronavirus COVID-19 
pandemic. 

It has suspended VAT liabilities enforcement activities. There will be no late interest or payment penalties for January-February VAT payments. 
However, VAT returns must still be filed on time. The Revenue has advised businesses in trouble to contact it to negotiate payment terms.

Ireland
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Italy closes tax and VAT service on coronavirus worries

VAT filings due by the 16 March are delayed until 20 March for businesses with a turnover about €2million per annum. For small businesses below this 
threshold, payments are postponed until 31 May. Businesses may apply for a five-month payment plan instead.

Italy’s Agenzia Entrate has announced last week the suspension of the tax and Value Added Tax system in response to the worsening coronavirus 
COVID-19 situation. The announcement means all activities, collections, audits and litigation by the office of the Revenue Agency are suspended.

This is one of the provisions contained in the directive signed by the Director-General of Revenue, Ernesto Maria Ruffini, following the Prime Ministerial 
Decree of 11 March 2020 for the fight against the spread of Coronavirus.

Italy
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Japan's Abe says mulling proposals, when asked about lowering sales tax

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said he would consider various options to boost the economy, when asked about a proposal to temporarily lower 
sales tax to 5%.

Abe said he would take such proposals into account when mulling economic support measures in the wake of the coronavirus outbreak. He made the 
comment at a news conference in Tokyo.

Japan
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Malaysia announces Economic Stimulus Package 2020 including Indirect Tax 
measures

Following the global outbreak of the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in early 2020, the interim Prime Minister of Malaysia, Tun Dr. Mahathir 
Mohamad, announced, on 27 February 2020, the Economic Stimulus Package 2020 to mitigate the economic impact of COVID-19 and reinvigorate 
economic growth in Malaysia. The Package introduces several measures to improve the cashflow of affected businesses, stimulate private consumption 
and accelerate domestic investment activities.

The Indirect Tax measures introduced in the Economic Stimulus Package include the following:

1. Exemption of accommodation services from service tax

2. Review of conditions for purchase of duty-free goods by persons entering Malaysia

3. Exemption of sales tax and import duty on the importation and purchase of equipment and machineries for port operators

4. Expansion of value-added activities in Licensed Manufacturing Warehouses (LMW) and Free Industrial Zones (FIZ) and simplification of the approval 
process

Malaysia
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Businesses may postpone paying VAT to the authorities

Entrepreneurs who get into financial difficulties because of the corona virus can ask the Tax Authorities for deferment of payment of VAT. The request 
must be substantiated in writing, when the Tax and Customs Administration grants the collection to stop. The assessment takes place afterwards. In 
addition, the tax authorities will cancel or reverse the so-called default fines for not paying taxes on time. This applies, for example, to late payment of 
VAT.

Netherlands
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Poland delays new SAF-T extension until July 2020

Poland is to delay the extension for large enterprises of the existing Polish SAF-T mandatory monthly filings. This is part of a range of measures to 
support businesses following the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak.

Instead of a 1 April launch of the new transactional reporting procedure, it will be now come into force on 1 July 2020.The measure has already been 
delayed once from 1 January 2020.

Poland
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Spain closes tax office on coronavirus epidemic

Spain has closed its VAT and tax offices from 15 March for face-to-face meetings today. This includes suspension of filing deadlines. But other 
operations are still in place.

Spain has announced VAT and other tax payment holiday for small businesses who apply for relief for the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak. The scheme 
is not available for large businesses (above €6m turnover) or if the Value Added Tax due is above €30m.

Royal Decree-Law 7/2020 of March 12 contemplates a series of measures to make deferrals more flexible for SMEs and the self-employed. Any 
applicant must provide details of: The applicant who intends to take advantage of the flexibility established in the Royal Decree Law must pay special 
attention to the following fields:

» Type of guarantees offered

» Proposal of repayment terms; number of deadlines

» First instalment date: the date six months from the end date of the ordinary deadline for submitting the self-assessment must be included (for 
example, the monthly self-assessment of VAT MOD 303 for the month of February expires on the 30th March, so the date to be included would be 
30 Sept 2020).

Spain
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Corona crisis, proposed measures from the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise 
and measures by Swedish govt

Sweden has introduced the following proposed measures that can help companies cope with the emergency:

1. Postponement of tax payments

2. Let companies not have to pay VAT on customer losses

3. Increased export credits

4. Crisis loan

5. Short-term work

Sweden
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UK opens coronavirus VAT postponement helpline

The UK's HMRC has today announced a telephone support line for businesses and the self-employed concerned about meeting VAT payment deadlines 
due to the coronavirus COVID-19 outbreak.

For those UK taxpayers who are unable to pay VAT on time due to coronavirus, HMRC will discuss specific circumstances to explore:

» agreeing an instalment arrangement

» suspending debt collection proceedings

» cancelling penalties and interest where the taxpayer has administrative difficulties contacting or paying HMRC immediately

U.K.
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Finance Ministry proposes 5-month extension of VAT and land rent payment for 
businesses

The Ministry of Finance has submitted to the Government a five-month extension of value-added tax (VAT), personal income tax and land rent fee 
payments for those affected by the COVID-19 epidemic.

Vietnam
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High level list COVID-19 VAT measure different jurisdictions

» Australia is offering speedy credits on Goods & Services liabilities.

» Austria has implemented a VAT payment and penalty deferment application scheme for businesses directly affected by the COVID-19 outbreak.

» Belgium companies in difficulties because of virus may request VAT payment delay. Measure in place until 30 June.

» Canada will be providing federal tax reliefs from a new relief fund announced on 12 March. Details to follow.

» China has cut VAT on medical services, catering and accommodation services, sundry personal services (e.g., hairdressing, laundry), and public 
transport. There is also a cut on masks and protective clothing. VAT has also been reduced from 3% to 1% on the cash accounting scheme for small 
businesses until the end of May.

» Colombia will provide delayed VAT payment terms for the first semester of 2020.

» Costa Rica has provided a 3-month VAT payment deferment for taxpayers from 15th March.

» Cyprus will temporarily cut its VAT rate from 19% to 17% until May 2020. The reduce rate on tourism will be reduced to 7.5% until July 2020.

» Czech Republic issues limited VAT measures for businesses.

World
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High level list COVID-19 VAT measure different jurisdictions

» Denmark will temporarily postpone by one-month payment deadlines of VAT for companies above DKK50 million turnover. The measure will apply 
for three months, starting March 2020 return - deadline now 25th May.

» EU Commission has suggested countries provide VAT payment holidays, and act in unison. It has also relaxed the state-aid rules, which would permit 
VAT measures benefiting only specific businesses or sectors.

» Finland is to offer an application process for waiving late charges on Value Added Tax settlements.

» France has suspended tax payments due in March 2020 for businesses in financial difficulties, which is likely to include VAT due on 19th March. 
Taxpayers must apply for this relief.

» Georgia is doubling funding for company VAT credit refunds.

» Germany has offered businesses affected by the COVID-19 outbreak the option to apply for delayed VAT payments (and other taxes) from 13 March 
2020.

» Greece has given a four-month extension to pay VAT that falls due at the end of March in the most affected regions.

» India on 14 March has delayed the filings of GST filings for 2018/19 until 30 June 2020. It has also delayed the introduction of e-invoices until 1 
October 2020. It has also postponed a GST rise on certain basics.

» Indonesia has said it will waive 10% consumption taxes on hotels and restaurants in Bali and nine other tourist destinations for the next three 
months. It will also grant postponements of payments of import VAT for businesses and offer accelerated VAT credit repayments for manufacturers.

World
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High level list COVID-19 VAT measure different jurisdictions

» Ireland will not apply late interest penalties on unpaid VAT remittances from small and mid-sized businesses experiencing cashflow payments for Jan 
and Feb 2020 payments. Returns must still be filed on time.

» Italy has suspended the tax system until further notice from 12 March. This means no VAT return filings or remittances are expected.

» Jamaica plans to cut its General Consumption Tax from 16.5% to 15%.

» Japan is considering a temporary Consumption Tax rate reduction from 10% to 5%. It has already delayed filing deadlines and payments by one 
month until April.

» Lithuania is announcing VAT payment deferment and penalty waiver.

» Malaysia is considering reinstating the Goods and Services Tax, withdrawn in 2018 for sales and service taxes. Accommodation services have been 
exempted from service tax.

» Malta announced 14 March a VAT payment holiday for businesses and self-employed for March and April. VAT credit refunds will also be 
accelerated.

» Netherlands taxpayers in difficulties because of the current crisis may apply for a VAT payment postponement.

» Poland has delayed the extension of SAF-T VAT reporting and introduced a VAT payment holiday.

World
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High level list COVID-19 VAT measure different jurisdictions

» Portugal has announced support measures which should include no penalties on late VAT payments for businesses affected by the outbreak and 
health measures.

» Romania introduces accelerated VAT credits.

» South Korea has cut VAT taxes for small businesses, given tax boosts for consumers replacing their cars early, and provided tax deductions on 
personal credit card spend.

» Spain has closed its tax offices from 15 March for face-to-face meetings. There are suspension of filing deadlines, too. It had previously announced 
VAT and other tax payment holidays for small businesses who apply for relief. The scheme is not available for large businesses (above €6m turnover) 
or if the VAT due is above €30m.

» Sweden is providing late penalty and interest fine easements on VAT payments for up to one year.

» Thailand has exempted face masks from import VAT and reduced time waiting for VAT refunds to 15 days.

» UK has announced on 11 March the opening of call centers to take requests for VAT payment delays from businesses which are experiencing 
financial difficulties as a result of the COVID-19 outbreak.

» US California suspends for 60 days interest on late sales tax remittances due to effects of virus or complying with health requirements.

» Vietnam is proposing cutting VAT for restaurants, hotels, and transport and tourism companies. It is also considering a five-month delay on VAT 
payments by businesses.

World
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